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Abstract: Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are integrations of networks, computation and physical processes, where embedded com-

puting devices continually sense, monitor, and control the physical processes through networks. Networked industrial processes com-

bining internet, real-time computer control systems and industrial processes together are typical CPSs. With the increasingly frequent

cyber-attack, security issues have gradually become key problems for CPSs. In this paper, a cyber-physical system security protection

approach for networked industrial processes, i.e., industrial CPSs, is proposed. In this approach, attacks are handled layer by layer

from general information technology (IT) security protection, to active protection, then to intrusion tolerance and physical security

protection. The intrusion tolerance implemented in real-time control systems is the most critical layer because the real time control

system directly affects the physical layer. This novel intrusion tolerance scheme with a closed loop defense framework takes into account

the special requirements of industrial CPSs. To illustrate the effectiveness of the CPS security protection approach, a networked water

level control system is described as a case study in the architecture analysis and design language (AADL) environment. Simulation

results show that 3 types of injected attacks can be quickly defended by using the proposed protection approach.

Keywords: Critical infrastructures, cyber-physical systems (CPSs), information security, system and architecture design, intrusion

tolerance.

1 Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are integrations of net-

works, computation and physical processes, where embed-

ded computing devices continually sense, monitor, and con-

trol the physical processes through networks, usually with

closed loops in which physical processes affect computations

and vice versa[1]. Modern networked industrial processes

and critical infrastructures, such as water treatment[2],

transportation[3], and chemical plants[4], are typical indus-

trial CPSs[5].

In the past few years, industrial control systems have im-

plemented special and proprietary communication networks

to ensure the isolation of monitoring and control functions

from external networks[6, 7]. Designers typically built con-

trol systems with fault-tolerant techniques with special at-

tention to disaster recovery[8, 9], but ignored security pro-

tection. It was assumed that the system is protected be-

cause it is not accessible from external networks[10]. How-

ever, nowaday, industrial CPSs combine components of the

cyber world and the physical layer together to achieve a

common goal[11] . The physical processes are usually con-

trolled/monitored over a network through embedded com-

puter systems, where the physical layer affects the cy-
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ber system and vice-versa[12, 13]. While the cyber world

provides remote monitoring and control functions, it also

brings potential cyber-security problems[14, 15]. The cyber-

security issues are crucial for the industrial CPSs be-

cause the entities within the systems not only interact

with each other but also interact with the physical envi-

ronment. Cyber-security guarantee of the industrial CPS

must be designed according to the hierarchical structure

of the system, and all levels of cyber-security must be

taken into account[16]. However, many industrial control

systems do not have their built-in security functionalities,

and the cyber-security solutions in the information tech-

nology (IT) domain are not suitable for industrial CPSs

because of the different goals and assumptions concerning

the protection[17, 18]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a

flexible and resilient cyber-security protection approach to

guarantee the cyber-security of the industrial CPS.

In this paper, a multi-layer cyber-security protection ar-

chitecture with flexible structure and resilient intelligence

for industrial CPSs is proposed, which can help us to make

cyber-security strategies for industrial CPSs. In the archi-

tecture, the real time (RT) control layer security is the most

critical layer and is quite different from those of other lay-

ers, because controllers are connected to physical devices

directly and the decisions of controllers have an immedi-

ate impact on the physical layer. The intrusion tolerance

protection with a closed loop defense framework is built to

guarantee the control layer security, which takes into ac-

count the domain features of the industrial control system.
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To evaluate the efficiency of the cyber-security protection

architecture, a networked water level control system is in-

vestigated as a case study. A cyber-security verification

platform based on the ocarina architecture analysis and de-

sign language (AADL) tool suite[19] is established for the

networked water level control system to analyze the pro-

cess of cyber-security protection approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 ana-

lyzes the cyber-security issues of the industrial CPS. In

Section 3, a multi-layer cyber-security architecture for the

industrial CPS is proposed. The detail of the intrusion tol-

erance scheme with a closed loop defense framework for the

RT control layer is given in Section 4. Then, Section 5

presents a networked water level control system as a case

study based on the ocarina AADL tool suite to evaluate

the cyber-security protection approach. Section 6 makes a

conclusion.

2 Security analysis of industrial CPSs

Historically, industrial control systems were either phys-

ically isolated or connected to other systems only through

the proprietary hardware and communications. The secu-

rity issue was not critical. However, currently, the indus-

trial CPSs, which are the main form of industrial control

systems, are rapidly evolving: from proprietary to standard

protocols, and from isolation to interconnection with corpo-

rate business networks. Consequently, the security issues of

industrial CPS are urgently required to be resolved. Fig. 1

shows a general hierarchical architecture of an industrial

CPS.

According to the confidentiality, integrity, availability

(CIA) triad model[20], the security goals of general informa-

tion technology (IT) systems are confidentiality, integrity,

and availability, where confidentiality is considered as the

most important one. However, these security goals can be

prioritized differently in the industrial control environment.

A major disaster might happen when a system component

such as a controller is unavailable, which could cause se-

rious injury to the people or widespread damage to the

environment. Thus, security in these systems is primar-

ily concerned with maintaining the 24/7 availability of all

system components and controlled plants. Fig. 2 illustrates

the security goals and their priorities in the industrial CPS

and the IT domain.

Fig. 1 General architecture of industrial CPS
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Fig. 2 Comparison of different security goals in industrial CPS

and IT domain

The types of attacks are different in different layers, as

the layer′s functions and communication protocols are usu-

ally not the same. Firstly, at the management layer, the

general communication protocol is the transmission control

protocol/interent protocol (TCP/IP). Attacks occuring at

this layer are the same as those in the IT domain. Sec-

ondly, at the supervision layer, industrial ethernet is widely

used, such as PROFINET, POWERLINK. The functions of

this layer are: configuring control system parameters and

monitoring the overall health of control systems. The main

attacks are deception attacks and denial of service (DoS)

attacks[21, 22]. During the deception attack, the right in-

formation is manipulated. To launch a deception attack,

adversaries can send inaccurate information to system oper-

ators, make unauthorized changes to programmed instruc-

tion in local processors or change alarm thresholds or dis-

able them[23]. The DoS attacks at this layer include ex-

haustion, collision, flooding attacks, etc. To launch a DoS

attack, the adversary can jam the communication channels

to affect the availability directly. Thirdly, at the RT con-

trol layer, there are many types of communication proto-

cols, such as PROFIBUS, controller area network (CAN),

RS485, and industrial Ethernet. The main types of at-

tacks are response injection attack and command injection

attack[24]. These two types of attack correspond to the de-

ception attack which sends false information to controllers

or actuators, and the false information can include: an in-

correct measurement, the incorrect time when the measure-

ment is taken, or the incorrect sender identification number

(ID). Last but not the least, at the physical layer, the se-

curity issues consist of direct attacks and indirect attacks.

The direct attack is launched by physical contact while the

indirect attack is from the RT control layer as others layers

cannot directly access physical layer[24].

3 Multi-layer cyber-security protection

architecture

With the development of the network attack technologies,

cyber threats become more difficult to be resisted by using

a single defense technology[25, 26]. In order to achieve a bal-

anced strategy between risk and accessibility, a multi-layer

cyber-security protection architecture is proposed here. As

shown in Fig. 1, an industrial CPS can be divided into 4

layers: management layer, supervision layer, RT control

layer, and physical layer. Accordingly, the cyber-security

protection architecture is composed of 4 layers of security

defense: IT security, Active protection, Intrusion tolerance

and physical security, as shown in Fig. 3. The RT control

layer, which is the most vulnerabile, is protected by the

intrusion tolerance sheme.

Fig. 3 Multi-layer security protection for industrial CPS

3.1 IT security

At the management layer, entities exchange the informa-

tion through the Internet, and the functions of layer include:

historical data storage, data management, and some other

office tasks. Thus, the security requirement of this layer is

similar to that of an IT system. However, specific details

of the security might be different. At this layer, industrial

firewall is the main method of security protection.

The industrial firewall is an inter-network connection de-

vice that restricts the data communication traffic between

two connected networks in the industrial environment[16].

Typically, firewalls are used to define zone borders with

rules to restrict the ports to be accessable. Industrial fire-

wall can be configured to block all inbound network traf-

fics except those which are explicitly required to maintain

day to day operations. For instance, the industrial fire-

wall can be configured to recognize and allow only traffic

belonging to certain industrial protocols (e.g., PROFINET

and ETHERCAT). If the local industrial network uses only

POWERLINK, the industrial firewall can be set-up to allow

only the POWERLINK traffic.

3.2 Active protection

At the supervision layer, the communication protocols,

which are generally industrial protocols, are different from

TCP/IP protocols. Thus, the cyber-security defense in this

layer should not only be achieved by just adopting the se-

curity solutions in the IT domain, but also should instead

be implemented according to the application characteris-

tics. To protect the cyber-security of the supervision layer,

an active protection line of defense can be built, which is

implemented through access control (AC).

Access control regulates what a user/device can do and

what the programs are allowed to execute on behalf of the

user/device[27]. At this layer, access control is composed

of identification and authentication control, operations and

function block control. Identification and authentication

control (a simple access control mechanism) is the pro-

cess by which the system authenticates the identity of a

user/device, which can prevent the unauthorized users or
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devices from accessing the stations. Furthermore, the ob-

jectives of the access control can include function blocks

and operations.

3.3 Intrusion tolerance

At the RT control layer, the cyber-security issue is quite

different from that in the IT system. The physical de-

vices are connected to the controllers. In other words, the

controllers′ behaviors directly affect the physical layer, and

the feedback information about the physical layer also af-

fects the controller decision. The cyber-security strategy of

the RT control layer must ensure that the plant can continue

operating safely even when cyber-attacks do occur. Thus,

the cyber-security control should have the strong adaptabil-

ity, and the intrusion tolerance concept is used to build the

cyber-security line of defense at this layer. An intrusion

tolerance scheme with a closed loop for RT control layer is

proposed, and more detail will be presented in Section 4.

3.4 Physical security

In the physical layer, many industrial processes and crit-

ical infrastructures, which are directly contacted with the

RT control layer and interconnected with each other by ma-

terial flow, are the final goal of the attacks. To protect

the industrial processes and critical infrastructures from

attacks, the physical security protection line can be built

through a safety instrumented system (SIS).

An SIS is a distinct, reliable system used to protect a pro-

cess against a catastrophic release of toxic, flammable, or

explosive chemicals[28]. The function of the SIS is to moni-

tor the process for potentially dangerous conditions (process

demands), and to take action when the process needs pro-

tection. It is composed of sensors, logic solvers, and final

control elements for the purpose of taking a process to a

safe state or trigger the normal shutdown procedure, when

predetermined conditions are violated.

4 Intrusion tolerance scheme with a

closed loop for RT control layer

The RT control layer of an industrial CPS has the fol-

lowing domain characteristics: 1) directly connected with

the physical layer; 2) real-time requirement. The tight cou-

pling between the RT control layer and the physical layer

means that attackers can affect critical infrastructures in

the physical layer through the RT control layer, which may

result in death or serious injury of people. Thus, cyber-

security defense at the RT control layer is the critical part

of the industrial CPS security protection architecture and

must be implemented with consideration of resilience. The

real-time requirement is one of the basic requirements for

the industrial process control. The cyber-security defense

must be constructed with consideration of the real-time re-

quirement.

Considering the above points, an intrusion tolerance

scheme with a closed loop defense framework is proposed to

defense cyber-security for the RT control layer. The main

idea of this approach is combining intrusion tolerance con-

cept and model based approach at the software level to build

the critical defense layer of industrial CPS security. The

process of the proposed intrusion tolerance scheme consists

of 4 stages: intrusion detection, cyber-security impact as-

sessment, security strategy decision, and intrusion response,

which form a closed loop defense framework as shown in

Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Intrusion tolerance scheme with a closed loop

4.1 Intrusion detection

Intrusion detection techniques in general can be clas-

sified into two types: signature-based intrusion detec-

tion and anomaly based intrusion detection[29]. Indus-

trial CPS systems usually have a relatively fixed struc-

ture and predictable behaviors, and they are also operat-

ing in resource constrained environments and achieve real-

time/deterministic performance. Anomaly detection tech-

nique is used during the intrusion detection phase in intru-

sion tolerance as the aim of the anomaly intrusion detection

is to detect the occurrence of the intrusion rather than the

attacker itself.

There are two challenges to be addressed in the anomaly

detection: 1) constructing a normal model; 2) reducing

false alarms, which occur because of the error of the normal

model. In the paper, a multi-model approach from our prior

work[30] is used to model the normal system. The general

knowledge of CPSs can be divided into 3 parts: communi-

cation engineering knowledge, software engineering knowl-

edge, and control engineering knowledge. Thus, the multi-

ple models are built in multiple domains: communication

engineering, software engineering and control engineering,

and contain the following models: communication models,

task models, resource models, control data flow models and

critical states of physical system.

4.2 Cyber-security impact assessment

The purpose of the cyber-security impact assessment is

to identify threats and the consequences of successful at-

tacks so that security managers can prioritize security de-

fense resources[17]. The cyber-security impact assessment

can be achieved by the following three steps: asset identi-

fication and classification, asset quantization, and dynamic
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assessment. The first two can be completed off-line while

dynamic assessment must be accomplished online.

To evaluate the security impact level of the industrial

CPS, the assets can be decomposed into small portions ac-

cording to the system structure model. The asset identifica-

tion and classification aims to present the assets properties

which can be used to indicate the status of the asset, and

classify the assets according to their properties. Because

of the relatively fixed structure of the industrial CPS, the

analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method can be employed

to list the system assets and their properties. The quantifi-

cation of assets for an industrial CPS is a complex task be-

cause of the existence of various security properties. In this

paper, AHP method is used to build a hierarchical quanti-

tative model of security impact assessment[31] . Fig. 5 shows

the security impact assessment based on AHP. The impact

weights ωij of the components and properties are defined

off-line during the quantification phase according to exper-

tise.

Along with the system operation, the security status of

the system is dynamic. Thus, security impact assessment

for an industrial CPS should be executed online and peri-

odically. The total system impact value can be calculated

as the weighted sums of the individual impact components.

The impact value of a meta-component which cannot be fur-

ther decomposed can be calculated as the weighted sums of

all properties impact values. And the impact value of the

meta-component property can be defined as the attack sta-

tus. For a component, the impact value can be calculated

as

impact =
m∑

i=1

ωi × impacti (1)

where m is the number of the subcomponents in the com-

ponent, impacti(i = 1, · · · , m) is the impact value of the

i-th subcomponent, and ωi(i = 1, · · · , m) is the impact

weight. With different applications, the weighting factors

can be adjusted according to security requirement of com-

ponents in the target system. The impacti can be further

calculated in the same way as shown in (1) by substituting

the components with meta-components. The impact of a

meta-component can be obtained from each property im-

pact. The attack status of each property can be either 1 if

it is attacked or 0 if it is not attacked.

4.3 Dynamic game for determining cyber-
security protection strategy

Security is about trade-offs and nothing is absolute

secure[32]. Security services are supported by security mech-

anisms, such as encryption service is implemented with

rivest shamir adlemen (RSA) algorithm, Rivest cipher 4

(RC4) algorithm, or data encrypt standard (DES) algo-

rithm. And the implementation of security mechanisms

has an adverse effect upon the performance of the indus-

trial CPS. Thus, the decision process of security protection

strategy is a dynamic game, which aims to seek a most

suitable security protection strategy to achieve multi-goals.

A cyber-security protection strategy is a combination of

security services which can be achieved by various security

mechanisms. A hierarchical game process is proposed here

to achieve a most suitable security protection strategy. The

combination of security services is the result of the security

game between the attack and defense. The security mecha-

nisms, which support the security services, are the results of

the security game between security and performance (some-

times including cost). Fig. 6 shows the decision-making pro-

cess of the security protection strategy which is a two-step

process: Firstly, build the attack-defense

Fig. 5 Security impact assessment based on AHP
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trees (ADTrees) model[33] and generate the combination of

security services. Secondly, build a security-performance

game (SPG) model[34] and generate the security protection

mechanisms.

Fig. 6 Decision-making process of the security protection strat-

egy

In the attack and defense context, the attacker aims to

bypass the security protection mechanisms and to avoid be-

ing caught and being able to achieve attack goals (damage

the system, filch secret information, or take over the con-

trol of a physical device), while the defender aims to pro-

tect the system as much as possible. The attackers and

defenders make decisions on their strategies (a and d in

Fig. 6) respectively. The ADTrees are built with consid-

eration of the interactions between the attackers and the

defenders. The security services are optimized by playing a

two-player, non-cooperative, finite strategic game based on

the ADTrees. The inputs in this phase include the result of

the security impact assessment and the attack detected by

IDS.

In the SPG model, performance metric (Pi in Fig. 6) is

given through control mechanism, such as integral of ab-

solute error (IAE), while security metric (Sj in Fig. 6) is

quantified by several discrete levels, such as low, medium,

and high. After the security services are determined, the se-

curity protection mechanisms implementing these security

services could be achieved based on the security protection

mechanismsets. For example, during the game process, the

data encryption (a security service) is determined to resist

the attack. However, which encryption algorithm (security

protection mechanism) should be used to implement the

data encrypted? To decide the specific security protection

mechanism (Securitymech in Fig. 6), we must take compre-

hensive consideration of the influence of security protection

mechanisms on the security, and performance of industrial

CPS. During the SPG process, the result of the attack-

defense game, i.e. security service (Securityserv in Fig. 6),

can be regarded as an input, while the resource and time

requirements of the specific application can be regarded as

the boundary condition. If no suitable security protection

mechanisms could be found to support the security services,

the security services need to be modified by reconsidering

the ADTrees. For example, the security service is down-

graded for a non-critical task if necessary.

4.4 Real-time intrusion response

Industrial CPSs are usually operating in real-time and

with constrained resources. Cyber-security stratigies should

be implemented with consideration of these constraints.

The essence of the real-time intrusion response in intru-

sion tolerance is a system dynamic reconfiguration, which

is a three-step process: 1) task deployment at the system

level; 2) message broadcast over the network; 3) task recon-

figuration at the node level.

The real-time intrusion response interprets the cyber-

security strategy from dynamic game module to determine

the new deployment of system tasks. And it determines

which nodes should be reconfigured and how to reconfig-

ure according to the original deployment of system tasks.

During the message broadcast phase, the tasks (including

the running tasks and other tasks) in the system are al-

located task numbers, and all operations of each task are

also allocated operating codes (e.g., establish, destroy, sus-

pend, activates). This way, the reconfiguration message can

be represented as 〈node ID, task number, operation code〉,
which can greatly reduce the traffic caused by real-time in-

trusion response and diminish the effect on the real-time

messages. At the node level, the reconfigured task of a node

is known to interpret the reconfiguration message. And the

nodes reconfigure the tasks according to the task number

and the corresponding operation code.

5 Case study

In this section, a networked water level control system

(NWLCS) with the proposed hierarchical security architec-

ture is studied. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the security

defense at the management layer is similar to that in the

IT domain, and there are rich literatures on these issues[35].

Therefore, this case study is focused on the other 3 layers

below the management layer. Simulations of the NWLCS

was carried out in the AADL environment which is a mod-

eling language that supports early and repeated analysis of

a system architecture with critical aspects.

5.1 Networked water level control system

The NWLCS, shown in Fig. 7, is composed of 3 layers: su-

pervision layer, RT control layer and physical system. The

physical system contains a storage tank, a water level sen-

sor (WLS), and a pump to transfer water into the tank that

raises the water level by the speed of 2% per millisecond.

The water in the tank is sequentially heated and the water

level decreases by 0.2% per millisecond. The RT control

layer consists of a controller, a sensor, an actuator and a

CAN bus. The controller attempts to maintain the water

level of the water tank between H (setpoint value of high

level) and L (setpoint value of low level) by turning on

and off the water pump, and in the simulation, H = 60%,

L = 40%. The upper and lower safety bounds of water

level are SH = 90% and SL = 10%, which should not be

surpassed, otherwise safety accidents will happen. The
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Fig. 7 System architecture of the NWLCS

supervision layer consists of a configuration station, a gate-

way and a POWERLINK network. The configuration sta-

tion allows an operator to manually turn the pump on and

off and set the H and L water level values. The gateway

is also connected to the Internet. In the simulation, the

Internet is not considered, and attacks are launched at the

gateway.

5.2 Simulation in the AADL environment

AADL allows the modelling of software components as

well as execution platform components. Ocarina[17] can au-

tomatically generate the framework code from the AADL

models. This code is then compiled with the AADL runtime

and functional source code to create executable binaries.

The AADL run-time provides execution services specific

to the AADL generated code. With the help of the oca-

rina AADL tool suite, the simulation system architecture

is given in Fig. 8. As sown in Fig. 8 (a), the hardware com-

ponents of the simulation system contain 2 communication

networks and 6 processors which are used as the gateway,

configuration station, controller, actuator, sensor and phys-

ical system, respectively. In Fig. 8(b), the software of the

simulation system contains 6 processes which correspond to

the 6 processors accordingly.

(a) Hardware components

(b) Software components

Fig. 8 Simulation system architecture of the NWLCS in AADL
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The security defense is constructed layer by layer. 1) At

the supervision layer, active protection is built by access

control. The access control is deployed on the gateway to

control the access from the Internet, which is not the focus

in this simulation. The data detection runs on the configu-

ration station, and the detection rule can be represented as

“〈(H < SH) & (L > SL)〉”. 2) At the RT control layer, the

intrusion tolerance is distributed, and deployed on the con-

troller node, actuator node and sensor node. The security

impact assessment and security strategy decision are im-

plemented on the controller node, while intrusion detection

and intrusion response are implemented on the controller

node, sensor node, and actuator node. 3) At the physical

plant, only the physical protection, also called safeguard, is

used due to the simple structure of the physical system in

this case, which is implemented in the physical system by

mechanical devices. When the safeguard is activated, the

command for other nodes will be discarded, and the water

pump is controlled by the safeguard. The protection rules

are represented as follows: a) If water level > SH , then turn

off water pump; b) If water level < SL, then turn on the

water pump.

To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed security de-

fense architecture, attacks are simulated in C source code

on the gateway, and the simulated attacks for the layers are

listed in Table 1. All attacks simulated are at t = 300 ms.

Table 1 Simulated attacks for the NWLCS

Scenario Attack type Attack description

1 Setting a fault setpoint H =95%, L=5%

2 Setting a fault water level Water level = 15%

3 Setting a fault command Water flow = 0.0

5.3 Simulation results

In order to facilitate to efficiency analysis of security de-

fense, the configuration of the NWLCS is given as follows:

the dangerous point is 〈SH = 90%, SL = 10%〉, and the

setpoint is 〈H = 60%, L = 40%〉. When the water pump

turns on, water flow is 2.0%. When the water pump turns

off, water flow is 0. And the bang-bang control methods is

used here. When the water level is lower than L, the the

water pump turns on. When the water level is higher than

H , the the water pump turns off.

Scenario 1. Security defense for setpoint attack at the

supervise layer. The simulation results with setpoint attack

are shown in Fig. 9. The setpoint is modified to 〈H =95%,

L=5%〉 at t= 300 ms. But the water level and flow have not

been affected immediately, because the water level is within

allowed limits. At t = 330 ms, the water level is lower than

40%, but the setpoint L is tampered as L = 5%. Thus, the

water pump doesn′t turn on, and the water level continues

to drop. From t = 480ms, the controller output is abnor-

mal, which is exceeding the lower safety bound (SL). But in

the NWLCS with security protection, by the detection rules

〈(H < SH)&(L > SL)〉, this type of attack can be readily

detected, and with the help of the IDR in configuration sta-

tion, the setpoint is recovered to 〈H = 60%, L = 40%〉, and

the water level and water flow accord with those of normal

operations.

(a) Water level response

(b) Water flow

Fig. 9 Simulation results with setpoint attack

Scenario 2. Security defense for response injection at-

tack at the RT control layer. In this scenario, a response in-

jection attack is injected at t= 300 ms. As shown in Fig. 10,

at t =303 ms, the water pump turns on due to the false sen-

sor response (water level = 15%, which is smaller than L),

while the actual water level is 45.4% that is lager than L.

Consequently, the water level goes up until the water brims

over the tank. But in the WNCS with security protection,

with the intrusion tolerance with closed loop, the 4 phases

of response injection attack tolerance are shown in Fig. 11.

Phase 1: At t= 301 ms, the intrusion detection module de-

tects that the sensor data has changed which is an abnormal

event. Phase 2 and phase 3: Security impact level is HH

(top high risk), and the security strategy decision module

decides that the alternative encryption is used for sensor

data. Phase 4: The security strategy is implemented, and

the sensor data is restored.

Scenario 3. Security defense for command injection at-

tack at the physical layer. At t= 300 ms, the value of water

flow is tampered to zero. Fig. 12 shows that the water level

has not been affected immediately by the command injec-
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tion attack, this is because the correct value of water flow

is actually zero. At t =331 ms, the value of water level is

39.8% which is less than L. But because of the command

injection attack, the value of water flow to be sent to the

actuator is also zero, not the correct value from the con-

troller. In other words, the actuator is controlled by the

attacker. Obviously, the water level would go down even-

tually until to zero. But in the WNCS with security pro-

tection, with the physical security, system can be kept in

the safe status (being maintained between SL and 50%).

Step 1. At t = 480 ms, the water level (10%) reaches to SL,

and the safeguard is called for to turn on the water pump.

Step 2. At t =503 ms, the water level (51.4%) exceeds 50%,

and the safeguard is released. The water level is maintained

between 50% and SL level, as shown in Fig. 12 (a). And the

water flow is shown in Fig. 12 (b).

In the simulations, three typical types of attacks are

considered. The setpoint attack in the simulation is im-

plemented by tampering the configuration data, and the

change of the data is big. The response injection attack

at the RT control layer must be detected and recovered

through all the modules of intrusion tolerance. Although

the response of the control system is also affected certainly,

the system becomes normal after a little short with the in-

trusion tolerance scheme. The command injection attack at

the physical layer greatly affects the response of the control

system, but the aim of the physical security is to prevent

an incident. In this respect, the physical security is very

sufficient.

(a) Water level response (b) Water flow

Fig. 10 Simulation results with response injection attack

Fig. 11 Process of intrusion tolerance
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(a) Water level response

(b) Water flow

Fig. 12 Simulation results with command injection attack

6 Conclusions

Cyber-security protection issue is the bottleneck for

widely applied industrial CPSs. In this paper, a multi-layer

cyber-security protection architecture with flexible struc-

ture and resilient intelligence for industrial cyber-physical

systems has been proposed to facilitate the realization of

security defense according to industrial CPSs architecture.

With consideration of the features of industrial CPSs, the

cyber-security protection architecture is composed of 4 lay-

ers: general IT security, active protection, intrusion toler-

ance and physical security. The intrusion tolerance scheme

with a closed loop is the most important part which consists

of 4 phases that are intrusion detection, security impact as-

sessment, security strategy decision, and intrusion response.

The intrusion tolerance is employed to protect the real-

time control layer which is the core part of industrial CPSs.

During the intrusion detection phase, the model based ap-

proach is used to detect abnormal events, security impact

assessment is implemented with the help of a hierarchical

quantitative model. Security strategy is decided through

2 dynamic game processes, and the intrusion response car-

ries out self-reconfiguration for the RT control system, self-

learning for the whitelist model, and self-updating for the

active protection to achieve the resilient security. The sim-

ulation results of the networked water level control system

based on the ocarina AADL tool platform illustrate the ef-

ficiency of the proposed cyber-security defense approach.

The proposed cyber-security protection architecture is

derived from the general architecture of industrial CPS.

Therefore, it is expected to be applicable to a wide range of

industrial CPSs such as chemical plants, water supply sys-

tems. Furthermore, most of the critical infrastructures such

as smart grids are connected through various communica-

tion technologies and share similar features with networked

industrial processes. It is reasonable to expect that the pro-

posed cyber-security protection approach is also applicable

to those networked critical infrastructures if a proper mod-

ification is made at the real-time control layer and physical

protection layer.

To further develop the cyber-physical system security

protection methodology , future work could include: 1) fur-

ther optimizing real-time performance and resource usage of

the suggested approach; 2) exploring a broader set of appli-

cations for cyber-physical system security protection, such

as the WNS, the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI);

3) further developing the proposed cyber-physical system

security protection framework based on practical results.
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